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The Three Questions

What is the problem?

What is new or different?

What are the contributions and limitations?



Remember AFS?

Files organized into volumes (i.e., partial subtrees)

Identified by FIDs (instead of pathnames)

Name resolution performed on clients

Cached in entirety on client

Updates propagated on close

Kept up-to-date through callbacks from server(s)

Volume cloning as central manageability mechanism

Provides consistent copy-on-write snapshot

Used for moving, read-only replication, backup



Coda Environment

Almost the same target environment as AFS

Trusted Unix servers, untrusted Unix clients

Academic and research workloads

Very limited concurrent, fine-grained write sharing

But also mobile computers

Osborne 1 in '81

Compaq Portable in '83

Apple PowerBook in '91

Keyboard placement, room for palmrest,
built-in pointing device



Coda Design Overview
Two techniques for availability

Server replication across volume storage groups (VSGs)

Similar to AFS

Files cached on clients

Updates propagated in parallel to accessible VSG

Consistency ensured by callbacks

Client replication through local caches

When disconnected, FS continues to run from local cache

Cache misses result in failures, are reflected to application/users

One replication strategy: optimistic replication

Allow copies to diverge, detect and resolve conflicts



Design Rationale

Place functionality on clients for scalability

Callbacks, whole-file caching, name resolution, ...

Replicate across servers for performance, scalability, 
and availability

Servers have higher quality (space, security, maintenance)

Replicate across clients for (more) availability

Continue to work across failures and intentional 
disconnection

But do not trust results of disconnected operation



Design Rationale (cont.)

Use optimistic replica control to make it all work

Locks and leases are too limiting

Especially when disconnection is "involuntary"

Locks may reserve resource for too long

Leases may reserve resource for not long enough

But optimistic control may result in (write/write) conflicts

Need to be automatically detected and resolved

But also are uncommon for typical Unix environments

Combination of approaches might be feasible

Pessimistic replication for servers, optimistic for clients

But may result in confusing behavior — how so?



Client Structure

Most functionality located in user-level server

With small in-kernel component

What changed re AFS? What are the trade-offs?
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Fig.2. Structure ofa Coda client.

4.1 Client Structure

Because of the complexity of Venus, we made it a user-level process rather

than part of the kernel. The latter approach may have yielded better perfor-

mance, but would have been less portable and considerably more difficult to

debug. Figure 2 illustrates the high-level structure of a Coda client.

Venus intercepts Unix file system calls via the widely used Sun Vnode

interface [10]. Since this interface imposes a heavy performance overhead on

user-level cache managers, we use a tiny in-kernel MiniCache to filter out

many kernel-Venus interactions. The MiniCache contains no support for

remote access, disconnected operation or server replication; these functions

are handled entirely by Venus.

A system call on a Coda object is forwarded by the Vnode interface to the

MiniCache. If possible, the call is serviced by the MiniCache and control is

returned to the application. Otherwise, the MiniCache contacts Venus to

service the call. This, in turn, may involve contacting Coda servers. Control

returns from Venus via the MiniCache to the application program, updating

MiniCache state as a side effect. MiniCache state changes may also be

initiated by Venus on events such as callback breaks from Coda servers.

Measurements from our implementation confirm that the MiniCache is

critical for good performance [211,

4.2 Venus States

Logically, Venus operates in one of three states: hoarding, emulation, and

reintegration. Figure 3 depicts these states and the transitions between them.

Venus is normally in the hoarding state, relying on server replication but

always on the alert for possible disconnection. Upon disconnection, it enters

the emulation state and remains there for the duration of disconnection.

Upon reconnection, Venus enters the reintegration state, desynchronizes its
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The Venus State Machine

Hoarding prepares for possible disconnection

Emulation services requests from local cache

Reintegration propagates changes back to servers
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Fig. 3. Venus states and transitions. When disconnected, Venus is in the emulation state. It

transmits to reintegration upon successful reconnection to an AVSG member, and thence to

hoarding, where it resumes connected operation.

cache with its AVSG, and then reverts to the hoarding state. Since

all volumes may not be replicated across the same set of servers, Venus can

be in different states with respect to different volumes, depending on failure

conditions in the system.

4.3 Hoarding

The hoarding state is so named because a key responsibility of Venus in this

state is to hoard useful data in anticipation of disconnection. However, this is

not its only responsibility. Rather, Venus must manage its cache in a manner

that balances the needs of connected and disconnected operation. For in-

stance, a user may have indicated that a certain set of files is critical but may

currently be using other files. To provide good performance, Venus must

cache the latter files. But to be prepared for disconnection, it must also cache

the former set of files.

Many factors complicate the implementation of hoarding:

—File reference behavior, especially in the distant future, cannot be

predicted with certainty.

–Disconnections and reconnection are often unpredictable.

–The true cost of a cache miss while disconnected is highly variable and

hard to quantify.

—Activity at other clients must be accounted for, so that the latest version of

an object is in the cache at disconnection.

—Since cache space is finite, the availability of less critical objects may have

to be sacrificed in favor of more critical objects.
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Hoarding

Balance current working set against future needs
Hoarding DB provides user-specified list of files

Prioritized, may include directories and their descendants

Cache organized hierarchically

After all, name resolution is performed on client (!)

Hoard walk maintains equilibrium

Goal: No uncached object has higher priority than cached ones

Operation

Re-evaluate name bindings to identify all children

Computer priorities for cache, HDB; evict and fetch as needed

What about broken callbacks?

Purge files, symlinks immediately; delay directory operations (?)



Emulation
Local Venus pretends to be the server

Manages cache with same algorithm as during hoarding

Modified objects assume infinite priority — why?

Logs operations for future reintegration

Replay log (metadata, HDB) accessed through RVM — why?

Flushed infrequently when hoarding, frequently when emulating

Contains store operations, but not individual writes — why?

Removes previous store records on repeated close

Should remove stores after unlink or truncate

Should remove log records that are inverted

E.g., mkdir vs. rmdir on the same directory



Emulation (cont.)

What to do when disk space runs out?

Currently: Manually delete files from cache

No more modifications if log is full

In the future

Compress file cache and RVM log

Allow user to selectively back out of updates

Back up cache, RVM log on removable media



Reintegration

Replay operations on (A)VSG

Obtain permanent FIDs for new objects

Block of preallocated FIDs is usually enough

Ship log to all servers in AVSG

Begin transaction, lock all referenced objects

Validate each operation and then execute it

Check for conflicts, file integrity, protection, disk space

Use monotonically increasing store IDs to identify conflicts

Perform data transfers (back-fetching)

Commit transaction, unlock all objects

On error, abort and create replay file (superset of tar file)



Some Experimental Results
Reintegration timings

Andrew benchmark: 288 s execution, 43 s reintegration

Makes extensive use of file system (remember: load unit)

Venus make: 3,271 s execution, 52 s reintegration

Likelihood of conflicts

Based on AFS traces — why?

99% of all modifications by previous writer

Two users modifying same object <1 day apart: 0.75%

Without system files: 99.5% modification by previous writer

Two users modifying same object <1 day apart: 0.4%



How to Size the Cache?

Based on trace data for Coda, AFS, local FS on 5 nodes

Simulated by Venus itself
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Fig. 5. High-water mark of Cache usage. This graph is based on a total of 10 traces from 5

active Coda workstations. The curve labelled “Avg” corresponds to the values obtained by

averaging the high-water marks of all workstations. The curves labeled “Max” and “ Min” plot

the highest and lowest values of the high-water marks across all workstations. Note that the

high-water mark does not include space needed for paging, the HDB or replay logs.

back-fetched in the third phase of the replay. Finally, neither task involves

any think time. As a result, their reintegration times are comparable to

that after a much longer, but more typical, disconnected session in our

environment.

5.2 Cache Size

A local disk capacity of 100MB on our clients has proved adequate for our

initial sessions of disconnected operation. To obtain a better understanding of

the cache size requirements for disconnected operation, we analyzed file

reference traces from our environment. The traces were obtained by instru-

menting workstations to record information on every file system operation,

regardless of whether the file was in Coda, AFS, or the local file system.

Our analysis is based on simulations driven by these traces. Writing and

validating a simulator that precisely models the complex caching behavior of

Venus would be quite difficult. To avoid this difficulty, we have modified

Venus to act as its own simulator. When running as a simulator, Venus is

driven by traces rather than requests from the kernel. Code to communicate

with the servers, as well as code to perform physical 1/0 on the local file

system are stubbed out during simulation.

Figure 5 shows the high-water mark of cache usage as a function of time.

The actual disk size needed for disconnected operation has to be larger, since

both the explicit and implicit sources of hoarding information are imperfect.

From our data it appears that a disk of 50-60MB should be adequate for

operating disconnected for a typical workday. Of course, user activity that is
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What Do You Think?


